BioDog, biomarker detection for improving identification power of breast cancer histologic grade in methylomics.
Aim: Breast cancer histologic grade (HG) is a well-established prognostic factor. This study aimed to select methylomic biomarkers to predict breast cancer HGs. Materials & methods: The proposed algorithm BioDog firstly used correlation bias reduction strategy to eliminate redundant features. Then incremental feature selection was applied to find the features with a high HG prediction accuracy. The sequential backward feature elimination strategy was employed to further refine the biomarkers. A comparison with existing algorithms were conducted. The HG-specific somatic mutations were investigated. Results & conclusions: BioDog achieved accuracy 0.9973 using 92 methylomic biomarkers for predicting breast cancer HGs. Many of these biomarkers were within the genes and lncRNAs associated with the HG development in breast cancer or other cancer types.